
NEW PANEL FOR A CHANGING 
LANDSCAPE OF EUROPEAN 

GREEN FUNDS

An increasing number of sustainable funds are highlighting environ-
mental qualities in a more or less visible way. This is why Novethic has 
chosen to refocus its analysis on a panel of green funds with the most 
demanding environmental characteristics. It still includes green bond 
funds as well as funds with exclusively environmental themes, as well as 
low-carbon funds with a quantified carbon footprint reduction target. 
This new panel excludes the so-called «low-carbon trajectory» funds, 
whose strategy is based on the display of a reduction in their carbon 
footprint, which is not necessarily quantified or sometimes coupled with 
an unambitious objective (carbon footprint reduction of less than 20% 
for example). 

Still much progress to be made on environmental performance 
indicators

Although the analysis has been narrowed down to the greenest 
environmental funds, Novethic notes that transparency on environ-
mental impact indicators has yet to be achieved. On average, there are 
5.6 sustainability indicators (environmental, social, societal or gover-
nance-related ones) in the reporting and even several dozen metrics 
for some funds. Although this is a key element of the credibility of 
these green funds, the reporting oscillates between a lack of infor-
mation, information overload and a lack of harmonisation of practices. 
It appears to be of the utmost importance that the Delegated Acts 
intended to specify the reporting obligations of investors linked to the 
European SFDR regulation, will succeed in sorting this out.

Rise of biodiversity-related exclusions

While coal and fossil fuels remain at the top of the list of environmental 
exclusions from European green funds, biodiversity-related exclusions 
are on the rise: GMOs, pesticides, palm oil, paper pulp and intensive 
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livestock farming. These figures reflect the growing interest of 
European asset managers in this theme. They outline a universe in 
which green funds do not wish to invest because it is associated with 
the destruction of biodiversity or environmental damage. However, 
the impact of investments on biodiversity is still hard to measure and 
often debated.
Biodiversity is gradually emerging as a theme in its own right, whereas 
it used to be treated within the ESG analysis of companies as one of 
several rating criteria. The exclusion of certain companies from the 
portfolios on specific biodiversity criteria shows its new status.

Green funds prefer sustainable labels

The trend towards multi-labelling continues. 195 labels are 
awarded to 140 funds, giving European green funds an average of 
1.4 labels for funds that have taken this step. This trend is linked 
to the development of new frameworks, starting with the Belgian 
Towards Sustainability label. It has been redesigned to integrate 
the European regulations on Taxonomy and SFDR. For its part, the 
French SRI label continues its expansion. It covers more than 60% 
of the French sustainable fund market now, and some environ-
mental funds prefer it to the more demanding dedicated label: 
Greenfin.

148 funds classified as Article 9 in accordance to SFDR

Theoretically, green funds should be placed under the banner of 
Article 9, which is the most demanding in terms of impact reporting. 
However, while this is the case for most green funds that include a 
green bond component, low-carbon funds are only classified in this 
category in less than one third of cases.
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Every quarter, Novethic captures trends in the European sustainable finance 
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